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IntroductionDue to the fact that the sound shifts belong to the most important sound change
events, which contributed to the origin of many European and particularly the German language,
and furthermore also created phonologically interesting changes, this work deals with the subject
of the First and Second Sound Shift. At the beginning of my essay I like to give a brief historical
description of the early study of the sound shifts which was mainly found by Jacob Grimms pioneer
work in the area of the philology and furthermore I will describes the sound shifts in general.Since
the terms First and Second Sound Shift lead to the assumptiona that there is a direct connection
between these two phenomena of the sound change, the methodology of the representation and
description of one sound shift concerned is applied with a high similarity to the other...
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This ebook could be worthy of a go through, and a lot better than other. I have study and that i am sure that i will likely to read through yet again once
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-- Lorine Rohan
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